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eDKY.pl chooses Travelport once again
27 January 2014
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eSKY.pl, a leading online travel agency in Poland, has renewed its long-term agreement with
Travelport for technology and travel content. The new multi-year agreement extends a
successful 10 year relationship and will result in eSKY.pl implementing some of the latest
industry leading technology for their operations in Poland, Bulgaria, Romania and Brazil.
eSky.pl began operating an online booking website in Poland in 2004 and following rapid
growth, expanded into new countries across Europe and South America. The eSKY brand is now
present in four countries.
“We have been working with Travelport for more than ten years and have a very strong
relationship,” said Piotr Stępniewski, President of the Board at eSKY.pl. “Both the quality of
Travelport solutions, particularly XML Pro and e-Pricing, and the helpful and knowledgeable
technical staff add a great deal of expertise to our business. In addition, Travelport’s global
strength is a bonus for us as it means we can partner with them in all the countries where we
operate.”
Aleksandra Tomaszewska, Country Manager Poland, Travelport, adds “As the chosen
technology provider for many of Poland’s leading OTAs we are delighted to extend our
relationship with eSKY.pl. Our agreements represent a shared vision for growth that both us and
our customers hold and we have no doubt that our long-term relationship will continue to
deliver results.”

About Travelport
Travelport is the technology company which makes the experience of buying and managing travel continually
better. It operates a travel commerce platform providing distribution, technology, payment and other
solutions for the global travel and tourism industry. The company facilitates travel commerce by connecting
the world’s leading travel providers with online and offline travel buyers in a proprietary business-to-business
(B2B) travel platform.
Travelport has a leading position in airline merchandising, hotel content and distribution, car rental, mobile
commerce and B2B payment solutions. The company also provides IT services to airlines, such as shopping,
ticketing, departure control and other solutions. With net revenue of over $2.5 billion in 2018, Travelport is
headquartered in Langley, U.K., has over 3,700 employees and is represented in approximately 180 countries
and territories.

About eSKY.pl
eSKY.pl is a leading online travel agent in Poland, Bulgaria and Romania. In November 2011 eSKY.pl
successfully entered the Brazilian market in which the company operates under the name eDestinos.com.br.
From Brazil, they offer flights from many airlines operating in South America.
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